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Abs tract. The fractional a lliso tropy (FA ) value for Diffusion Tensor
Imagill g is widely Ilsed to del.crminc t.he ani sotrop~' of di fl'usioll in a
given voxel. As the FA va lue is based on the tensor's eigenvectors it is
not possibl e to calculate this quantity for I-IARDI dif1'tlsion profil es. III
t his paper we introduce a n a nisotropy index for HARDI data that utilizes
the L 2 -norm as the most na tura l notion of distance for square-integrable
fun cl ions on th e two-sphere such as HARD I d iffus ion profi les a nd s li.ow
tha t it is the limi t of the generalized fr actiona l anisotropy (GFA) index.
Our index is well-defin ed a nd rota tiona lly invariant a nd thus reso lves the
unsat isfactory issues with the GFA index .

1

Introd uction

The gray matter in the human brain comprises about 10 billion neuronal cells
that use their axons to transmit information. These axons form bundles called
neuronal fib er tracts that connect functional areas.
The localization of white matter tracts is of great interest for neurological research about brain structure and function, as well as for neurosurgery to preserve
important tract systems during surgical intervention.
The noninvasive and in vivo reconstruction of fiber tracts is possible with
Diffusion Tl.1RI. This is a medical imaging modali ty that is sensitive to Lhe random
thermal movement of water molecules. This information allows for inference
about the structure of the t issue in the human braiu because dillusion tends to
be hampered in directions orthogonal to fiber bundles.
A wieldy lls0.cl lTlod('1 to cl0.s(Tib e tlw lTI easlllw j cli ffn sioll is t h e rli ffnsion t(,11sor [lJ which is the covariance matrix of a three-dimensional Gaussian distribution and is used to model the diffusion orienlatiOlI distribu tion fUllcLion (ODF).
The fr actional anisotropy value (FA) is a scalar measure derived from the
diffusioll te llsor and quantif-ies the anisotropy of diffusion. As diffusion tends
to be more anisotropic in white matter this value can be applied to distinguish
white matter from gray matter within the brain. Tracking algorithms therefore
often operate with an FA t hreshold to prevent fiber tracking algorithms from
leaving regions of white matter as in [2J.
However, the diffusion tenso r can only resolve a single diffusion direction
p er voxel. To overcome this def-icit high angular resolu tion diffu ion imaging
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(HARD!) techniques such as Q-Ball imaging [3] or higher order tensors [4] have
been developed that increase the number of gradients and reconstruct an apparellt diffusioll coefI1cient (ADC) profile at each voxel.
Th A FA value is baserl on the ei genvalues of the diffusion tensor. Therefol'A ,
it is not possible to calculate the FA value of a general ADC profile due to its
lack of eigenvalues. Several anisotropy indices for I-IARDI diffusion profiles can
be found in the literature, such as the indices of Frank [5] and Chen [6] .
In this paper we generalize the popular GFA index [3] that for instance
"vas clllploycd to illvcstigatc tile gmetic effects on braill Libel' cOllnectivity [7].
Nevertheless it has some theoretical limitations which are resolved in this work.

2

Materials and Methods

This section starts with the definition of the GFA index and its drawbacks.
Thereafter the L-index is defined .

2.1

The GFA index

The GFA index defined by Tuch [3] is a straightforward extension of the FA
value to HARDI ODFs. After picking directions {Xdi=l, .. ,n one can define
TI,

L7=1(f( :r:i) (n - 1)

(f)71)2

L:'=l f(Xi)2

(1)

where (f)n = ~ L7=1f(Xi) is the mean value.
This index is automatically scaled to the unit interval and maps isotropic
ODFs to zero . In t he specidl case of diffusion tCllsors , GFA reduces to the FA
value if the chosen directions happen to be the eigenvectors of the tensor.
The GFA index has, however, some severe drawbacks. First of all, it is not
well-defined as it strongly depends on the number and choice of the directions in
which the function is evaluated. Secondly, GFA(f) is not rotationally invariant
as one would expect from an anisotropy index.

2.2

The L-Index

The basic idea of our anisotropy index is to measure how spherical the ADCprofile is. The ODF is expressed as a linear combination of spherical harmonics
that are an orthonormal basis of the Hilbert space L2 of square-integrable functions. The natural measure of distance in this space is the L 2-norm 11·11 2.
If the mean value (f) of f defined by
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and the corresponding constant function (which we also denote by (f )) is taken
as the closest approximation of f by a sphere, the L2 distance II f - (f) 11 2 between I and
contains t he information about how close f resembles a sphere.
Normalizing with the L2 norm of f yields the L-index

en

L(J) = Il f - (f)112
II f l12

3

(3)

Results

The main result of this paper is that the L-index is the limit of t he GFAn index
as n increases if one chooses the :l:i as rectilinear grid points in the [0, 7r) x [0 , 27r)
domain.
Theore m 1. limn-too GFAn (J)

Pmoj. Let f : [0 , a] x [0 , b]
grid points ;;:.;;') := (i ~ , j

=

L(J)

-~

IR be a real valued function on a rectangle. Define
'i, j = 0, . . . , n for each n E N Furthermore let

*),

(4)
Now consider the characteristic functions

AA(n)
'3

:

[0 ,0.] x [O ,h] -+ {0. 1} for the

sets A;;') = [(i - l)~ ,i~ ) x [U - 1) * ,.1*) . The characteristic function XA of a
set A is defined by XA (x ) = 1 if x E A and XA (x ) = a ot herwise. Then we have

(5)
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Fig. 1. (a) FA values of a single sli ce from the dataset, (b) L-index values from the
same slice capped a t 0. 5 for enha ncement of contrast.
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which converges to Ilfll~ = .1;' J~ f( x , y )2clyclx as the sum describes a step function that converges to f 2.
A similar argument shows that limn--+ (f )n = (f). Together this yields the
convergence because
lim GFAn(f) = lim
11 - >00

n - >=

j

njP(.f - (f)n , n )
n - 1
jP(.f, 'n )

Ilf - U)112
Il f 112

(6)

So basically GFAn(.f) is an approximation to the true anisotropy value L(.f)
using the rectangle rule for numerical integration. Note that GFAn(f) E [0 , 1]
implies L(.f) E [0 , 1] as well. Furthermore, this index is invariant under scaling
with a scalar, i.e. L( cf) = L(.f) as one would expect from a measure of shape.
Additionally, it is well defined and rotationally invariant since it is defined by
integration over the sphere and thus resolves the drawbacks of the GFA index.
3.1

Application to human brain data

T he Diffnsion lVIRI dataset nsed in this work was provided for the IEEE Visualisation Contest 2010. It is courtesy of Prof. B. Terwey, Klinikum Mitte, Bremen,
Germany and was acquired on a Siemens 3T Verio MR scanner. 30 gradient
directions and two averages per gradient were acquired with u= 1000 s/mm2.
ADC-profiles were reconstructed with maximal order !VI = 6 as in [8] with
regularization parameter A = O.G . Subsequently, diil"usiun tensors were reCOllstrueted by a least squares fit to calculate FA values.
Figure 1 shows the FA values (a) and L-index values (b) of a single slice in the
dataset. Note that due to the fact that the distribution of the L-index is relatively
narrow the values have b een thresholded at 0.5 for contrast enhancement. From
the histograms over the whole dataset for FA values and the L-index, we conclude
that 0.5 is a reasonable threshold (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Histogram of the FA values (left) and L-index (right) over the entire dataset.
For the sake of clarity, zero voxels were left out.
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T he: rondation mc:ffirie:n l, mrr(L-inde:x; FA) = 0.9576 shows a strong (posit ive) linear correlation between the L-index and the FA value.

4

Discussion

We showed t hat t he L-index resolves the unsatisfactory issues with the CFA
index not being well-defined nor rotationally invariant. Moreover the CFA index
can be interpreted as approximation of the L-index by numerical integration.
Due to the strong linear correlation b etween t he FA value and the L-index
the latter can be used to segment white matter in the brain or serve as a stopping
criterion for tracking algorithms based on HARDI data.
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